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EL-BADAR TO HAWATT 
 
EL-BADAR  TALAL EL-BADAR 
HAWATT MICHAEL HAWATT 

HAWATT: [Peace upon you] 

EL-BADAR: [Peace also upon you with Gods mercy and blessings]. 

HAWATT: [So what] Talal, how's it going? 

EL-BADAR: (UNINTELLIGIBLE) 

HAWATT: I'm meeting with Marwan at 11 o'clock today. 

EL-BADAR: Okay. 

HAWATT: He's still interested, so - 

EL-BADAR: Yeah. 

HAWATT: - what do you want me to do?  Do you wanna - 

EL-BADAR: Yeah - yeah if you want to sell it sell it. 

HAWATT: No it's up to you I mean if you want to continue with it, or not? 

EL-BADAR: Oh no (UNINTELLIGIBLE) if he wants to buy it like you said at that price no 
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we're - [like], sell it to him. 

HAWATT: Yeah I know, but I mean I've still got to look after you 'cause what you - what you 
doing for (UNINTELLIGIBLE) - 

EL-BADAR: No that's alright we can sort something out it's not an issue [like] it doesn’t really 
matter (UNINTELLIGIBLE) just give me - we're happy to do whatever. 

HAWATT: Okay you happy with that, 'cause I'll give you something out - I'll give you some 
money out of it (UNINTELLIGIBLE) looking fifty, fifty or something or whatever 
(INAUDIBLE) - 

EL-BADAR: Alright, yeah no problem, yeah no beautiful.   

HAWATT: Alright, I'll do that I'm not gonna just you know (INAUDIBLE) - 

EL-BADAR: Yeah nah - nah - nah - 

HAWATT: You know or - 

EL-BADAR: What you're going to have to - what we going to have to do but we - [either way] 
we're going to have settle anyway on it and then you do the contract with him from 
the other guys name. 

HAWATT: Yeah - yeah good idea we'll do that, but - but I still need that money by next week 
ah? 
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EL-BADAR: Yeah - yeah next week - we're going to sell next week as normal. 

HAWATT: Okay - okay excellent we'll do that (INAUDIBLE) - 

EL-BADAR: [Like] with the -  

HAWATT: I’ll negotiate, but I won't tell him anything okay?  

EL-BADAR: Sorry? 

HAWATT: I won't say anything to Marwan I'll just say keep going with it alright? 

EL-BADAR: Yeah okay. 

HAWATT: And then so what happens if he - he agrees to the one point five you know that? 

EL-BADAR: Beautiful - oh he's agreed already? 

HAWATT: Yeah - yeah he's agreed so if I'm going to see him now - 

EL-BADAR: Okay. 

HAWATT: - and then - and then what we do is I'll talk you after that and then we work 
something out - I'll get something out of it and - and you - you get something out of 
it alright? 

EL-BADAR: Beautiful - beautiful alright [uncle]. 
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HAWATT: Okay Talal, no problem. 

EL-BADAR: [God be with you]. 

HAWATT: (INAUDIBLE) 

EL-BADAR: [Peace be upon you]. Bye-bye. 

CALL ENDS 
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